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Yes there are two paths vou
can go by. but in the long
run . there s still lime to
change the road you 're on
- tsd sitrhn
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March Madness awaits Sigs face allegations in
Naomi Kresge

f

..''

;

"happened sometime around
1

,

,

2

News Editor
a.m.," after the officer attempted to
Phi Sigma Alpha is scheduled to
stop the party, which had extended
come before the Judicial Board totime.
past the a.m. cut-oday due to allegations of
innapropriate conduct placed
by a College of Wooster secu" wish could 've controlled
rity officer. The incident in
question took place at a party our alumni a bit better," Sig
on the evening of new member president Scott Sheets '00
initiation night, Feb. 5, during sQifl
which the security officer reports that his buttocks were
grabbed and that full beer cans were
The fraternity chose to be tried
thrown at him, according to two through the Judicial Board after
members of Phi Sigma Alpha.
being given a choice between the
According to Sig member and
Dean's Judicial Board and the
k
Council president Felix
Judicial Board counselor
Catheline '01, the alleged incident and Sig member Brock Wanless "(X)
ff

will serve as the student advisor
through the judicial process. Wanless
was unavailable for comment on the
exact nature of the charges.
Assistant Dean of Students

and Judicial Board chair
Carolyn Buxton declined to
comment.
Sig president Scott Sheets

I

J-Bo-

ard.

Inter-Gree-

J-Bo- ard

'fX) called the incident a "prime

example of how our f raternity
used to be compared with the
positive direction it's going
now," citing claims that Sig alums
were the instigators in the situation
and emphasizing that no current Stg
members were identified as offenders. Sheets'commpit.-tn.-SIGS.
page 2
e

Greek housing raises questions
Erica Barnhill

Mahagisg Editor

Armington and Bissman may
look a bit different next
year due to changes in the

EKOs will both get a floor in 7th
section and will share the lounge;
and 8th section will once again be

made by the Housing Of fice on the
basis of the recommendations of an

committee comprised of
students, faculty and staff.
According to Director of
organization of Greek QQlhgHfie
Residential Life Dwaync
said that "without
ai
rr
.housing. The Omegas
Davis, the committee
were denied section hous- - doubt" the shakeups in Greek
"makesj recommendations,
and we basically follow their
ing, and the Thetas were housing Would have an effect On
moved from 7th section in Greek life
recommendations."
Bissman to 3rd section in
Davis said the Thetas
Armington. In addition, 1 st
move to Armington was a reand 8th section lounges Were left independent. This new arrangesponse to comments from members
unassigned to any organization.
ment excludes the Omegas, who of the organization and the subse
The new arrangement is slightly were denied section housing for the
different from the one in place this 2000-200-1
please see HOUSING.
school year.
page 2
year. In Armington, 1st section will
The housing decisions were
continue to be independent; 2nd section will have a floor of Delts and a
This Week In the Voice:
ad-ho-

c

'

photo by James AiXARDiCB
John Ellen wood '00 goes up strong against Kenyan in the first round of the
NCAC Tournament on Tuesday. The Scots doubled the Lords up. with the
Ellenwood scored 10 points in the win.
final sore of 100-5The Fighting Scots are currently ranked third m the nation and are riding a'
16 game winning streak heading into tomorrow s 8:15 pjn. semifinal matchup
against Earlham. Wittenberg will play Wabash at 6:15 p.m. in tomorrow 's other
'
semifinal gone. Wooster will host both games in Timken Gymnasium.
:..

0.

"Get on the Bus" will show
in Mateer tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
Happy Hour is in the Un-

derground on Friday, 10 p.m.- - 2
a.m.
"The 13th Warrior" will
show on Saturday at 8:30 p.m. in
Mateer , cost is $ .
The Manchester Dance Ensemble concert, "Spirit Unbro
1

ken," is in McGaw at 8 p.m. I
I
on Saturday
A Junior Recital by
Shaun Fontaine on trumpet will be
in Gault Recital Hall on Saturday
at 7:30 p.m.
A Student Recital by Shannon
Dombeck on piano is on Saturday
at 4 p.m. in Scheide.
The Spanish department will

floor of Zetas with both organizations
sharing the lounge; 3rd section will
be filled by two floors of Xi Chis and
one floor of Thetas, and both groups
will share the lounge. Due to unexplained reasons, the Omegas were
denied section housing.
In Bissman, the Sigs will fill all

three floors and keep their lounge
in 6th section; the Peanuts and the

Viewpoints
Harasses and glasses and asses.

ThouShaltNot does.

Sexual harassment at Wooster.
page 4

page

Perspectives."

Theodore Gup will

1

and the Environment: Problems

Woo band puts out a superb first effort
8

Sports

Ft ATI RES
Hickey's in the library.
The Chief Librarian talks to us.
page 7
anc
and the

sponsor a lecture, "U.S. Latinos
Literature and Cultures," in
Scheide on Sunday at 2 p.m.
Jace Weaver of Yale University
will speak in Lean Lecture Hall on
Tuesday at : 15 p.m. on "Religion

Arts & Enti.rtainmknt

close the Great Decisions
Lecture Series with "A History of
CIA Covert Operations" in Gault
Recital Hall at 7:30 p.m. on Tues-

Thompson bounces back after injury.
whiz kid.
A chat with a
page 10
b-b- all

will leave Lowry Center at 5:30
p.m. and return around midnight.
ThouShaltNot will host a
CD release party tonight in (he
:(X) p.m.
Underground from X Cost is $.75.
1

1

day.
SGA will sponsor a trip to see

"Rent" in the Palace Theatre in
Columbus on Saturday. The group

-- i

( imi-i-

i

i
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in H xnnm
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News

2000 n24
Burnley to address unity Zen master enlightens

Sigs
continued from page

1

the Voice, "I wish I could' ve controlled our alumni a bit better" but
said the fraternity is not trying to
"cop out," calling himself "indirectly responsible" for the situation.
Sheets also cited from the security officer's filed report, which includes a statement that "at this
point, the Sig president and several
Sig members and two Sig alums
formed a human shield in front of
me." The report goes on to state,
"at this point, the Sig members
apologized for their unwelcome
behavior and explained that most
of the offenders were alumni and

...

Hannalori Bates

Tomorrow Reverend Lawrence
Burnley, the late Rashad Burnley's
'01 father, will be sharing his
thoughts with the Wooster community in a short talk and also leading
a discussion centered around the
question "Who are "My People?:
A Dialogue on Unity in the Body
of Christ

and

Be- -

Dawson called the event ...an
unity-anDawson exciting opportunity for
'01, one cooperation between religious

j o k

-

ingly

added,

the

d

quent "creation of a situation
where there were no more than two
groups sharing a lounge."
Davis also noted that the lounges
in 1st and 8th sections were not assigned to Greek organizations because "we thought it was important
to preserve that space as an independent lounge" for students living
in those sections.
But committee member Felix
Catheline '01 disagreed. "The
rude of the current students in the
8th section is indifferent as far as
using the lounge goes," he said. "If
housing did open up 1st and 8th
section lounges for Greek usage, it
would be a very good thing for
Greek groups, as far as using them
for rush activities and showing
pride on walls, rather than right
now when they're not being used.
According to Catheline, the committee made two separate recommendations to the housing office.
The first involved opening 1st and
8th section lounges to Greek organizations.. If this recommendation
Vad gone through', the Peanuts and
EKOs would have moved back to

.

Dawson

groups ...

of the

'00s--She-tol-

1

Church
o
f
Christ."

d

event, said, "He had said he would
be willing to do anything for WCF
that he could. Obviously Wooster
has a special place in the Reverend
Burnley's heart. He has something
special to share with us."
Dawson also discussed Reverend
Burnley's position as the father of
late campus leader Rashad Burnley
,
f shield.,
"
the Voice, "I think it
Catheline also supported the--:
apparent
to many of the
has
been
changed"
"things
have
claim
that
l
within die Phi Sigma Phi fraternity. VpperQlaismen this year what an
He commented on positive change impact Rashad's death has had on
since his own freshman year and his this campus, mostly spiritually,"
adding that "after the memorial serown hope to "continue that tradivice I just knew that the Reverend
tion" over the next three years.

continued from page

United

'

Catheline echoed Sheets 's comments and told the Voice that "our
actives . . . were helping out the security guard," doing "everything
they could do to rectify the situation." He stated that Sheets and Sig
alum Alec Henderson joined "four
or five others" to form the human

Housings

Burnley had something special to
share with the campus, as so many
others felt also."
According to Dawson, the original title of the Reverend Burnley's
talk was "Executive for RacialEthnic Constituency Education and
Development for the Common Global Ministries Board of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
and the

yond."
Rachel

of

non-student- s."

Staff Writer

Thun

the 8th section lounge, a location
they occupied until this academic
year. The Thetas would have remained in Bissman and had the 7th
section lounge to themselves; and
the Delts would have moved in to
1st section lounge. However, the
committee's second recommendation, to keep the lounges independent,
was the one accepted by housing.

"It didn't work well on a poster."
A large turnout is expected. Five
campus groups are
the event Wooster Christian Fellowship, Fellowship of Christian
Athletes, Word Up!, The Men of
Harambee and Newman Catholic
Organization. Dawson called the
event in itself an exciting opportunity for unity and cooperation between religious groupsf sUttrag,
start pf
''MtejtJiifouVdjb
many Christians gathering and supporting each other on'the The College of Wooster campus."
The event is at 6: 1 5 p.m. Saturday.
co-sponsor- ing

'

j

-

;

PHOTO BY BEN SpIELDENNER

Fukushima adds some wisdom to Wooster life.
Zen master Fukushima of Kyoto. Japan addresses an audience in McGaw
earlier this week. Fukushima spent two days on The College of Wooster
campus, interacting with individual students and student groups and giving
two large group presentations during his tenure.-Mondaevening's lecture dealt with the "Theory and Tractive (of Zen)"
and Tuesday 's talk explored "Zen in the Art of Calligraphy. "
y

Real World 101
n

;3

Catheline said that "without a
doubt" the shakeups in Greek housing would have an effect on Greek
life on campus next year. However,
he noted that IGC is looking forward to discussing and possibly
modifying the changes during its
future meetings.
The Theta and Omega presidents
could not be reached for comment.

Seven Guitars
Directed by Caroline Jackson Smith
Take a trip to see Seven Guitars March 3 at the
Karamu House in Cleveland. The trip is in celebration of Black History Month. Seven Guitars
is a play that centers on the life of Floyd

"Schoolboy" Barton, a blues guitarist from Pittsburgh with a chance at a recording contract in
1948 Chicago. There will be a desk set up in
Lowry Center on Feb. 23, 24 and 29. Tickets
will be sold for $2, a discount of $15. This trip is

.v.v.vsponsoredby.The Men of.Harambee.v.v.

Saturday Feb. 26 The Pit
11:30 BuyingLeasing a Car
12:30 Seeking Shelter
1:30 Money Matters

News

ry24

Thun

Swastikas appear on campus

NEWS BRIEFS

Luke Lindberc

POET WARD READS AT WOOSTER: Wooster alum and poet
Thom Ward read from his book "Small Boat with Oars of Different
Size" on Tuesday in Andrews library. Ward also spoke to creative
writing classes during bis visit to campus.
"ODYSSEY" GARNERS NATIONAL ATTENTION: Last week's
marathon reading of Homer's "Odyssey," which was sponsored by
the Department of Classical Studies, was mentioned on both NPR's
"Morning Edition' and on the front page of The Wall Street JoumaL"
VARGA RECOGNIZED IN
Wooster
professor Robert Varga was extensively cited in an article in
The Akron Beacon Journal" on earthquakes in Ohio. The article can be
viewed online at
v
HALES NAMED TO AACU BOARD: President Stan Hales has
been named to the Board of Trustees for the Association of American
Colleges and Universities. The AACU is comprised of over 700 public and private institutions of higher education, and works to advance
and strengthen liberal learning for all students. Hales is also serving
as president of the NCAC this year. .
BEACON-JOURNA-

L:

Editor-in-Chi-

Sometime during the week of
Feb. 7, swastikas were carved into
the fabric of four chairs in the main
computer lab of Taylor Hall. The
representations were drawn by
offender(sX who have yet to be
identified. Security personnel could
neither confirm nor deny that these
offenders have yet to be identified.
Voice telephone calls to Director
of Security Joe Kirk were not returned.
The most recent defacement took
place on Feb. 14, according to a
security bulletin posted across campus on Feb. 16. The custodial department was called to remove the
markings, and so far no repeat in-

ge-olo- gy

Ara

http-iAvw.oMo.combj-

-

Corrections

:

Last week's Fine Print mistakenly listed the CD release party for
campus band ThouShaltNot as last Thursday in the Underground. The
party is actually slated for tonight, between 8 p.m. and 1 1 p.m., with a
"
cover charge of $.75.
,
The Voice apologizes to the band and all its fans.
Last week's Features article The Real World is Coming" incor- rectly listed the times for the Real World program. The correct times
are 1 1 :30 a.m. 12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. this Saturday.
'
"
The staff and management regret the error. :
t
The time for last weekend's Sadie Hawkins Danee was also incorpotential
rectly listed. The Voice humbly begs t!.e pardon
partygoers led astray by our innacuracy.

cidents reported have been

.

To report errors or register a complaint,
ext. 2598
or (330)-263-25on-camp-

us

98

please call the Voice office at

voicewooster.edu.

Apply to be an editor of

THE GOLIARD,
THE INDEX
or

THE VOICE
Submit a letter of intentessay, resume, two letters of
recoraendations to Margo Warner Curl by March 3.
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'
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mcurlacs.wooster.edu
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Celeste breaks online ground

Aluson Roger
;

j

,

I

fore, views it as the most important

Assistant News Editor issue of his political platform.

Celeste proposes building partnerships between educators, adminis-trirtioand the federal, state and
Wooster, Ted Celeste, State Democratic Representative Candidate for local governments to improve the
the U.S. Senate, announced his po- educational system.
If elected, he promises to push
sition on education. On Tuesday,
Celeste made Ohio history when he for federal money for construction
formally announced his stance in of new schools, repair of older faan online chat room. This marked cilities and Internet connections
the first time an Ohio candidate for and availability. Because Celeste
g
proviews education as a
U.S. Senate has announced an issue position on the Internet. The cess, he said he will strive to proaccess and
greater
chat session also began a series of vide
virtual Town Hall meetings" with affordability for higher education
voters, in which Celeste said he as well as reduced overall class
plans to address key platform issues. sizes. He said he advocates tax inCeleste said he believes that edu- centives for teachers and adminiscation is "the foundation of a strong trators to go back to school for
training in new technology.
society and economy" and, there

.

Cavpi s L'oi:n

i

CC del
......

After returning home from last

week's visit to The College of

rr

life-lon-

rt

S09D(HHKH!tJU

Spruce Hill
Apartments

located off Portage Road in Wooster

Questions?
,
or email
x2154,
Curl
Margo Warner

V

k

x2590.

or email us at .

off-camp-us,

it

department immediately at

y

As journalism is a human process, there is a constant potential for
mistakes. Errors can be made at any step cfthe nay: in news- gaxliering, dl;ingr or piiiiing. Tn$ Voice staff strives to avoid such
mistakes, but when an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it ,
and promptly correct it This space exists for that purpose.

v

I

I

re-

ported.
The Security office is still seeking answers, and they encourage
anyone with information about the
occurrence to contact the Security

-

of-an-

ef

12 OFF

1st Month's Rent

1 Bedroom Apts.
Water, Trash and Sewer paid

riff!

3mi w;f
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h
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C This week's meeting s
pus Council debate a j
change in its mcmorandi. Tf,
'

:

.

!

current guidelines for fatuity
members mandate that "faculty
... rotare each year." However.
an increase in faculty membership
puts five members in a three-yea- r
rotation. A suggestion to change
the mandate to allow two new faculty members each year found
widespread approval.
Debate carried out in the light
of the end of Director of Libraries Damon Hickey's term on
whether or not faculty should sue-- ,
ceed themselves on Council was
more extensive. Council members
examined the situation in light of
its high overall turnover rates, and
the meeting ended with a prom
Courtney
ise by members-at-larWhite "01 and Andy Rotkenstcin
02 to come up with four to five
options for a change in the clause.
The meeting ended with a divi
sion to make Council fun ! ng
ge

guidelines available to the c:irrpus!
comiriunity A the Lowry fix d - k.

i

-

BWF wrestles up a good time

- For the past two weeks, the men of the Bissman Wrestling Federation have put on their face paint, personalized
and even bondage gear, putting on a Tuesday night
show at the Underground that rivals any professional wres
tling on television. They have suffered injuries, and what,
under normal circumstances would probably be considered
injuries to their dignity as they dance to "Ice, Ice, Baby"
and "Hot Stuff" in order to prove that they were not only
tag team champions, but also the sexiest men in the uni
postur
verse. In the process of all this testosterone-drive- n
ing, Jhey have proven something else they are talented
t-sh-

irts

wrestlers.-

-

"

'

But it's not just that the men of the BWF are good wres
tlers; their moves, which include flying leaps that end in
body slams and beating each other with aluminum ladders.
demonstrate their undeniable talent It seems difficult to
imagine The Freak, Kane or The Professor helping the less
fortunate members of the Wooster community, but that is
exactly what the BWF wrestlers are scheduled to do at
Tuesday's Royal Rumble. Each of the 30 participants in
the Rumble, including several special guests, will donate
nonperishable food items to charity. The B WF chose to
do this voluntarily, and asks that their many loyal fans,
over 225 at the last show, give as welL

not asses
S3 Handsand are
for glasses,a little
spilled beer;
grind, grope and

Bump
feel
doesn't hurt anyone ... sounds like any typical Friday on
party, right?
Saturday night at just about any
Surprisingly, though, not everyone on campus enjoys being
felt-u- p
every weekend, especially when the feelers and grop-- J
never met before.
ers are random guys or, yes,J girls
We at Jht Voice tend to bitch and moan a lot about how
the Underground
severely lacking in attendance
this year. Maybe, if students on this campus wouldn't feel
beers into
the need to cop a free feel, or throw half-fu- ll
crowds of people, parties would see higher attendance.
We understand when young adults get drunk, hormones
run high. Remember, unwarranted molestation and soggy,
shirts tend not to be our idea of good clean fan.!
So the next time you're out at a party, use your hands to
hold your drinks and not the guy s or girl s ass next to you.
all-camp-

1

us

wve

i

has-rbee-

j

n

beer-soak- ed

--
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ner during adulthood; and about
one in five women in the United
States are the victims of a sexual
assault (Bureau of Justice Statistics
Special Report, 1997). Other coun
tries and cultures have different
statues on rape. Some countries
punish the woman not the man
for a rape committed against her.
Rape is a severe, undeserved,
violent crime. It can and does happen to many people, most of whom
are women. The careless use of the
word "rape," however, to refer to
an inconvenient parking experience
is by no means appropriate to de
scribe the experiencecrime of a
sexual attack. His wallet was not
stolen; his power was not taken; he
was not innocent. He suffered the
consequences of a conscious, deliberate choice to break the parking rules. Those who survive the
impact of years of abuse or even
one, come out of entirely different
circumstances, if this author is truly
seeking reform, perhaps he might
consult a Security staff member or
suggest some pragmatic, realistic
proposals to the administration with
the help of his fellow students.

Once again, I am called upon by
my own conscience to respond to
the harmful and disturbing misogyny that evidences itself in the
world in which 1 live.
1 have no simple remedies and
cures for this problem.
But this is not a letter about solutions. It is a letter about RAPE.
In addition to the various subtle
forms of
acts it.
So. When the author of this letthat have been made visible by this
ter claims that the Department of
publication for the past several issues, an editorial about parking Security has "financially raped"
fines published last week was far him, he is wrong. He admitted to
parking illegally; he is responsible
less understated.
1 realize that the boy who wrote
for the punitive action taken against
the article that 1 am referring to is him for that action.
Rape, by its status as a crime,
upset with the way in which he has
does not presume that the victim
been treated by the parking system
Security Department. Apparently, survivor caused the crime to happen to herhim. This author was
it is a problem for many students
on this campus to find parking not, indeed, "hoed."
This author's words give us a
spaces exactly when and where
they desire them. Perhaps it is too clear picture of how rape and
inconvenient, then, to think about gendered violence is misunderthe reality and potential of sexual stood today. According to the report in 1996 by the American Psyassault feared by individuals glochological Association, nearly one
bally.
'The 'bid standard-adag'ased to m three adult women experience at
talk about rape for decades works least one physical assault by a part
women-depreciati- ng

e

Carmen Hotvedt '00

Soup and Bread keeps thriving
To the editor:
We would like to thank Voice staff
writer Crystal Miller and News Editor Naomi Kresge for their
accurate article (Feb. 10)
concerning participation in the Soup
and Bread Program. However, we
would like to correct some misconceptions expressed in the "Speaking
Of' editorial of last week's Voice.
The Voice editors suggested that
our program of going door to door
s
was both ineffective
during
and annoying. On the contrary, we
on the Soup and Bread executive
committee found door to door signups to be both effective and informative in ways that other methods are
not Indeed, we initiated door to door
sign-ufor the very reason that tabling seemed to be unable to effectively reach a portion of the campus.
By going
volunteers
could discuss the details of the program with potential participants on
an individual basis, which is difficult
to do in the confines of a crowded
dining hall. We were able to both
inform students who might not otherwise be aware of the program and
collect feedback from the student
well-inform-

sign-up-

door-to-doo-

The Wooster

rs.

ThursdayjFkbrukry 24

here, too. If someone steals Jim's
wallet, no one asks what Jim was
wearing that day; if Jim had had his
wallet stolen before; if he had
loaned his wallet to anyone previously, or questions whether or not
Jim had been asking to have his
wallet stolen. The theft of the wallet is a crime. Similarly, rape is a
crime that is punishable by law.
Crime does not assume that the victim of the crime is responsible for

To the editor:

ps

denotes member of
the editorial board

o

"Rape" not to be taken lightly

.

Speaking of represents the views of the majority of the Editorial Board.

-.
,-

r,

ed,

body on ways to improve the program. As to its effectiveness, in a
single two hour sign up period going
door to door in Luce Hall, we received over 30 signatures.
Secondly, the suggestion that Soup
and Bread be moved to Friday or
Saturday shows a lack of knowledge
both on the philosophy underlying
Soup and Bread and the way the program functions.
One of the goals of the Soup and
Bread program is to create a community of people united in their concern for alleviating hunger and
homelessness ... To abandon the camaraderie created by the Soup and
Bread experience is to abandon the
socially aware community that Soup
and Bread participants strive to create. We are not just isolated individuals, and it is only through collective
action and unity in purpose that we
can make positive change occur. Furthermore, and in a more pragmatic
vein, having Soup and Bread on Friday or Saturday would involve a dramatic change in the structure of the
program. As die editorial overlooked,
Kittredge Dining Hall is not actually
open for either Friday or Saturday

dinner. Thus, either everyone on

campus would have to do Soup and
Bread or the Administration would
have to open Kittredge, neither of
which are feasible. Kittredge must
be open for the Soup and Bread participation because the College's meal
plan guarantees each student the potential for two meals a week. Participants in the Soup and Bread program
are not signing away a meal; instead,
they are agreeing to eat more simply.

c

'

The Soup and Bread executive
committee always welcomes comments and suggestions from the student body. However, the comments
contained in the "Speaking Of' editorial are either uniformed, financially impractical or run counter to
the basic mission of the Soup and
Bread Program. Once again, we
thank the Voice staff for their effort
to report on and improve the Soup
and Bread Program and welcome any
future suggestions they may have.
Thank you,
Allen J. Ward '00
Intern, Soup and Bread Program

Angela LaLumia '02
Intern, Soup and Bread Program

Thun
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To the Editor:

Psk

P.

WCWS

U.'f

rf.'f J

It takes a lot to provoke a recent
alumnus to write to the College
about The Voice. However, I was
recently informed of The Voice's

:

change of heart concerning
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Clearing the air about Council
To the

editor

While I appreciate the Voice's
compliments ("For the past eight
years, Damon Hickey has held
Campus Council together"), I take
issue with them. I have not held
Campus Council together. At best,
ve brought a historical perspective,
a bit of common sense (I hope) and
some very long hours to the issues

r

that have come before us. Council has

been held together by many people,
especially John Plummer, who has
served as the representative of the
Vice President for Finance and
years and
Business for
20-so- me

chaired the Budget Committee
throughout that time; and Carolyn

Buxton, whose knowledge of .student affairs and the campus judicial system and whose thoughtful
and caring approach to issues have
been invaluable. Every Campus
Council chair, every committee
chair and most of the members have
held it together. What I'm saying
is that one person matters, but no
one is THAT important or THAT
powerful. Campus Council will
succeed or fail because of what all
its members decide to make of it.
The Voice has now, twice, erroneously reported that this is my last
year on Campus Council. I did
NOT confirm my resignation for
next year. In 1998 1 was appointed
by the faculty to a third three-year

term..This is my second yearflf that
term, and so I have one more year
to serve. Although the Campus
Council Memorandum (its "charter") states that faculty members are
to be appointed for three years and
are not to succeed themselves, I
agreed (somewhat reluctantly) to
serve again, at the unanimous request of the faculty's Committee on
Committees (its nominating committee) by a previous Council.
Whether I will complete my term
by serving another year is up to me,
the Committee on Committees and,
ultimately, the faculty as a whole.
Damon Hickey

More than simply scores and times
To the

editor

I am writing this letter because
of the lack of response from The
Voice in the "Swimmers hammer
down" article in last week's Voice.
The NCAC Conference meet is one

of three major competitions for The
College of Wooster Swimming and
Diving Team, the others being the
Wooster Invitational and NCAA
Division III Nationals.

Letters due
Monday 5 p.m. Box 3187

The article written about this
competition was nothing more than
a bunch of times and places, and
next to it was a rather lengthy article about the basketball game.
I'm not downplaying the importance of the basketball program, but
I thought that with such an important athletic event as the conference
championships, a little more detail
and care could have been used.
Not once in this entire article was
there a quote from a swimmer, a
coach or a spectator.
Maybe an angle on the competition would provide a better story;

possibly the reason several men
swam off events to gain points over
Wittenberg, stories about the national qualifiers or even how the
women scored over a thousand
points.
There were so many different
aspects to this meet besides just
scores and times which could have
been used for a more
style article. My only true wish
is that The Voice provides ample
coverage of events relating to their
importance. ,
human-intere-

st

Anthony Springer '02

...

again

long before I arrived at Wooster in
1995. Most other groups would
have buckled under the stresses
with which they have been dealing.
The station then would have been
gone forever and Wooster would
have lost the only local entertainment available. They should be
praised. They have my complete
and utter support and confidence.
The arrogant Voice, however, does

WCWS. Last year they praised our
improvements. This year The Voice
attacks WCWS personally for
events beyond their control. Instead of supporting their efforts. not.
The Voice is criticized each year
The Voice kicks them when they are
down. I, as an alumnus, am for its unprofessional decisions. Yet
each year it is allowed to continue
deeply offended. This speaks to remarkably poor decision making, without any real changes. And
change is definitely needed. Pershameful sensationalism and a disturbing lack of vision. None of haps some heads should roll at The
Voice office. Perhaps The Voice
which are new at The Voice.
Attempting to create controversy needs more leadership from the administration. A chief editor from the
with sensational, unprofessional
faculty to rein in reckless behavior.
writing embodied in unsigned editorials is not journalism. It is more At WCWS such incompetence has
akin to the pouting of a child who been met with swift disciplinary action. Whoever wrote that article
wants attention. Lacking the ability to report on actual new,s, the should be extremely embarrassed.
writers tarnish the reputation of Whoever allowed it to be printed
their organization for their own ego should be immediately dismissed.
Nothing going on at Wooster? HA!
gratification. In my opinion, the
tradition of unsigned editorials has While year after year TheVoice staff
been misused too often and should continues to stab each ether inlkr
be abolished. They should be too ' back for headlines and embarrass the
busy reporting actual news (the school, the WCWS Team has pulled
progress to get the radio tower together for three straight years to
back) to write opinionated rubbish. give something meaningful to the
The Voice owes WCWS and the 2.000 people at the College and hundreds of thousands more in, what was
College an apology and a decent arwill be again, their broadcasting
and
the
get
ticle detailing the fight to
range. Long live WCWS!
station back.
The current staff and manageMatthew Carpenter '99
ment of WCWS are the most proFormer WCWS General
fessional team at that station since
Manager

It's raining plaster
To the

Editor

I am scared. The hissing and
clicks from my radiator makes me
fear combustion. The ceiling sagging makes me fearful I could be
covered with the second floor at
any minute. You guessed it. I live
in the Annex.

The attractive exterior of
"
pebbles and plaster adds a
touch to the campus.
The holes and cracks in the walls
give me comfort that my tuition
money is not going to waste.
Oh.. .what's that I hear? People
are moving around upstairs. The
pounding of feet as someone gently walks around up there echoes
through this shack.
OK. Now let's remove the sarcasm. The Annex is a sore thumb
for the College! A temporary liv
"Third-World-

ing establishment, the Annex was
supposed to be torn down just a
few years after it was built. Yet,
at least 25 years later, this
housing option still stands.
My mother was appalled when
she saw where I lived over Parent k
Weekend. She saw Luce, with its
weight room and beautiful exterior.
She saw Holden, which although
not the most beautiful piece of architecture, is still a nice place. She
saw the Annex and felt nauseous.
Can you blame her?
I have to eat at Lowry and that is
depressing enough, but when I have
crap.
to return after dinner to this
I really question what the school
gives me besides academics. Oh, I
know, they give me a plethora of
things to bitch about.
sub-standa- rd

!

Malcolm Aalders '02
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Choosing
Just one student Deadline for sophomores to declare a major is tomorrow
Mary Nienaber

Advertising Manager
Ater graduation, can you see

-

yourself as a doctor? A professional
wrestler? A sculptor? After Friday,
sophomore students will be one
step closer to finding out. The Office of the Dean of the Faculty has
once again set the deadline for
sophomores to declare majors for
this Friday. Despite the overall importance of the deadline, student reactions range from unaware to fran-

!

i
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tic.

Many of a students' remaining
courses will be taken in his or her
major, so it is important to choose
carefully. The decision is not set
in stone, however, as a student can
change majors at any point in his
or her career.
Clark Colby '00 switched majors
during the second semester last

year, his junior year.
photo by Ameua Kays
Nikki Miller '00 has a blast playing with scissors.

Timothy Hages

both their academic understanding of the English language as
well as their assimilation into
American culture. Acknowledging this difficulty. Miller explains

Staff Writer
As a

major in

self-design- ed

Child Advocacy,
what does one exactly do? Nikki
Miller 00, a Cleveland native,
states "I help kids."
While Miller's academic stud
Multi-Cultur- al

ies tuitiil

this desire,

she

has

"It's hard to develop English

speaking skills while not being
enrolled in school."
She acknowledges that acting

as a tutor,
while providing a

,

'Apply what you learn in

college to understand and.

problems' Miller

sought help others
out volun said.
"
teer oppor- unities to further support her involvement with the area's youth.
Many area children live in families which belong to the United
States' increasing population
farm workers, who originally departed from Mexico. I do
ESL (English as. a Second Language), says Millet "I organize,
get people to participate and plan
'"
lessons."
Miller said her interest was first
kindled during her first year at
Wooster. During a trip to Latin
America, Miller says she was
shocked by cultural differences, pri
marily because it was "the first time
I was introduced to immigration
problems in the United States.

-

partial, if
not complete

:

nt

"

Helping children. Miller believes students can help themselves through volunteering. 1

--

of-migra-

environment, is a
demanding responsibility. Miller
accepts the challenge well, citing
that she willingly sacrifices her
time and effort to improve social
and educational situations which
"Are really unfair for the kids."
Without ESL, "I don't know where
they would be," adds Miller.

of a school-lik- e

--

think you learn more about people
and value life more," she adds.

Miller mentions that "Anyone
should get involved."
By volunteering in any facet.
Miller believes that a student can
"Apply what you learn in college

to understand and help others

Miller believes that working
with these children, will improve

,

,

problems.,'

Colby

switched from biology to music
education, two very different subjects. "Even as 3 firstyear, take as
many intro level courses in as many
different disciplines as you can," he
said. 'Try a little of everything, get
a diverse array of courses under
your belt. You might discover
something that you had never even
considered."
"My two years at Wooster have
led up to this decision and it's going to shape my future, so I'm a
little hesitant to decide," said Brook
Patten '02. Wrien asked what her

1

t

.

.tyiiiiii

photo by Amelia Kays

Henry Kreuunan talks with his advisees about possible majors.

line, but most of them are studying
abroad and will declare once they
get back."
Declaration of major forms are

availably in the lobby of the

Registrar's office, located behind
Gault Library, for those students
planning to beat the rush. Minors,
however, may be declared at any
time.

final decision would be on Friday, she
replied, "...urn, maybe Sociology?"

Most students, however, have

either decided what their major
card will declare and the Friday
deadline is only a reminder to make
their decision final. For others,
Friday will be just another meaningless deadline concerning paperwork taken care of a long time ago.
"I'm not really worried I've
know I was going to be an Archaeology major since I saw my first

"Indiana Jones" movie!" joked
Michael Ludwig '02, who declared
his Archaeology major over a year
ago.
The Registrars office and the
Dean of the Faculty have not made
official reports as to the number of
students who have yet to declare.
This report is usually not made until after Friday's deadline. Connie
Pattin, administrative assistant to
the Dean of the Faculty, explained
that "Only about 20 or 30 students
have not declared after the dead- -

Teddi Suknel, Jeannette Shoup and Joy Bishop '01

Taking care of your College
needs from F.Y.S. to I.S.
Binding Copies Color Copies Packaging
and Shipping Office Supplies
Velo-Bind-

er

NEW
Meets your I.S. needs
MAIL BOXES ETC.

3983 Burbank Rd. Located in the Wal-Ma- rt

Plaza

g
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In the short time I have been at
The College of Wooster, it has become clear that the majority of
students here are living under a
number of delusions. The delusions are perpetuated by the administration in a vain attempt to

;

please influential trustees on
whom the life of this institution
depends. But the maintenance of
this mythical "community,' this

air of academic independence,
demands a high degree of censorship of the truth, and no community based on lies can exist.

bringing in more blacks lower our
standards? Isn't this drastic step
going to hinder my (white) finan
cial aid package? How will we
(administration) finance 150 new
black students? Isn't it impossible
to find black professors? Etc., etc.
When damn near 200 black students were roaming around on the
campus during Prospective Black
Students' weekend, white folks almost had babies. They just didn't
know what to do with all those
niggers. One student even came
out and said that he didn't like it;
Wooster was changing from when
he first came to the campus. He
even went so far as to say he didn't
mind going to school with some

It is the desire to preserve the
image of Wooster in the eyes of
financial backers
which has led the The delusions

" blacks,

.

into the position

of indirectly pro
tecting the sellers
of heroin, cocaine

ZZJL

Features

Race, Galpin He's the keeper of the books

To the Editor

administration

ti

are

perpetuated by the
administration in a
vain attempt to please
influential trustees on
whom
the life of
J this
.
.....
.
institution depends.

ous drugs on cam- pus. student lives
..
are in the balance,
...
but police action would make the
truth public knowledge.
The issue which has been more
effectively suppressed by the administration and which is vitally
important to all students and fac
ulty is the racial tension which
exists at this institution as it does
in every other facet of American
life. Black" students have been
harassed and threatened. An at
tempt was made to kick in the
room doors of a black man and a
black woman on campus. The administration again is willing to
sacrifice student welfare for its
';
picture of "community.'
Roy Bechtel

Racial tension
. The College of Wooster in the
last six months has turned into a
very dangerous tinder box that's
about to explode any minute.
Ever since the Black Manifesto
was presented to the College in
November, the Administration as
well as a large segment of the

.

white student body has gotten

fied black students? (Showing
their stupidity again!) Won t-

.L.

ting out of
hand. Black
students were

moving too
fast. In es
sence, what he

was saying
was, "Nigger,

slow dfibwn.
you're moving too fast Slay in
..

--

your place.
Some freak was running around
one day pointing his finger at
black students and making sounds
as though he were shooting them.
Doors of black students rooms
have been kicked upon, and firecrackers have been set off under
the doors. Gun shots can be heard
behind certain sections. Another
egghead shot into the bus going
back and forth from Freedlander
Park a couple of weeks ago.
Didn't know all this was hap
People in Galpin did!
pening?
;
How 'bout that!. Mentioning the
situation to one administrator, I
was told that it would be an apolitical move to investigate the incidents for fear of not coming up
with concrete evidence, thus losing face. Maybe he didn't understand that I was talking about the
safety of people not political
moves!
But it's your thing! And since
the administration wants to keep
all of this under the collar as it
has with many other things, then
go right ahead.
To the administration I would
just ask one question: Don't you
think it is about time you stopped
playing around and fooling yourselves and the student body, and
start dealing with these issues realistically?- - : - '' '
.'
'J
...

--

upset and worried- Some questions that were be
ing asked by the College and its
white student body were: ""Where
are you going to find 150 quali
-

but

that it was get

'

Librarian, author brings Wooster into new millennium
David Lohr

Features Editor

Sitting in his office tilled with
pictures, Indians memorabilia, a

iggr

desk passed down from the

iz

r

College's first librarian in 893 and
a fountain bubbling quietly on the
table, Damon Hickey loves his job.
And with his mother, sister and
daughter all librarians, it is no surprise that he is the director of libraries here at The College of Wooster.
Born in Houston, Texas, and
raised in the same neighborhood as
Dan Rather, Hickey attended Rice
University, where he earned a B.A.
in Philosophy in 1965. Hickey
i
planned on becoming a Presbyterian minister, earning a Masters of
.
PHOTO BY AmI-.- !A KaS
Divinity in New Testament from
Damon Hickey chats with a student in his office in Andrews Library.
the Princeton Theological Seminary in 1968. After working as a
the most," he said. "I enjoy it all." ber of OhioLINK, which allows
pastor in Texas and Oklahoma,
In his eight years as Director of students to search for materials
Hickey said, "I came to feeling
more and more that it wasn't for me." Libraries, Hickey has overseen a statewide.
In addition to his responsibilities
With a wife, Mary, and daughter, number of improvements and
Doralyn, to take care of, "rather than brought the libraries into the 21st as the Director of Libraries, Hickey
is involved in the Wooster Choral
starving, we decided to live' with century, the largest being the addimy older sister in North Carolina." tion of the Gault Library and the Union, the College's oldest choir,
While in North Carolina, Hickey renovation of Frick Hall, home of composed of students and commudecided to return to school. "I was the Timken Science Library and nity members, and has served on
Campus Council for the past eight
initially going to go back and study
years. Hickey spends most of his
history, but there were very few
it
the
time in the library, so "Campus
teaching jobs in history," he said.
selecting
Council gives me more of an op"My mother and sister were both was
doing portunity to be involved in student
librarians, and I decided that was the architects
life," he added.
what I was really interested in dothe
planning
all
the
Hickey is currently working on
ing." After earning an M.S. in Li"building these
a book about college library archibrary Science at the University of
tecture. For research, he looked at
North Carolina, Hickey took a job facilities," Hickey said.
five libraries, all designed by the
as the Associate Library Director
at Guilford College, where he Wooster's first library, which was same architect who designed Gault
built in 1899. "I had the fun and and Timken. The book looks at lworked for 16 years. When he deibraries from the perspectives of
cided it was "finally time to become . it was fun of selecting the archia library director," Wooster was the tects and doing all the planning of both a librarian and an architect, to
determine "the major underlying isfirst available opening, so he took the building of these facilities,"
Hickey said. In addition, he helped sues for librarians in designing a
a chance.
That chance has definitely payed establish the CONSORT catalogue, new college library." he said. With
off, both for the College and by which students may search for the increased use of computers,
materials in the libraries of Kenyon Hickey said, four of the five librarHickey. Hickey said he couldn't
decide what he likes most about College, Denison University and ies he visited did not have enough
Wooster. "I'd have a hard time Ohio Weslyan University, as well shelf space, because the college
putting my finger on what I enjoy as Wooster. Wooster is also a mem- - presidents felt books would soon be
obsolete. Luckily, he noted, "ours
does not share that view."
When not working or engaged in
other scholarly pursuits, Hickey
said he enjoys spending time with
his family and their Saint Bernard,
Dunstan. Hickey is also an avid
Cleveland Indians fan. When
Jacobs Field opened in 1994, he
and his wife went to a game and,
as he put it, "we got addicted."
1
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" had
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Just Wite It.
The Wooster Voice.

Email voiceacs.wooster.edu
Call extension 2598

Hickey estimated they have attended
close to 1 25 games since then.
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On a Larger Scale

A Wooster band makes it big
Ben Spieldenner

TV.MZ.

Photo Editor

CD Release Party

"ThouShaltNot"
W hen: Thursday
8 p.m. -- 11 p.m.
Where: Underground
Cost: $.75

"ThouShaltNot," the new
release from Wooster's first
signed band, promises to be a hit
with electronic music fans.
ThouShaltNot, the brainchild of
Alex Reed '01, make their debut
synthpop mix
with a
of break beats and dark vocals. To
classify this album would be as is layered with thick trance-lik- e
challenging as defining the range synth riffs.
The power of "ThouShaltNot" is
of emotions one has in a lifetime.
Songs range from ambient techno in the complexity of the music as
well as the integration of vocals
to industrial dance, to synthpop.
into the array of instruments used.
The album begins with "Relief,"
which is indicative of
"Polarity,"
vocals
a song filled with distorted
and a dark ambient aura. This sets this complexity, is probably one of
the mood for the entire album, and the strangest and most intense
gives the audience a taste of what's pieces of electronic music I have
heard. The song begins with a
to come.
The second track is a personal heavy pulsing beat, moving on to a
favorite, "Something Dire." As the more ambient feel, only to return
sound it besong begins, the exquisite vocals of to the industrial-lik- e
resolves
song
the
arFinally,
gins with.
Reed are complemented by an
female
breathy
with
a
beat
light
into
I
found
synthesizers.
ray of layered
myself ccjjiiparing it to the title"-- Mrocals, not before being interjected
work Depeche Mode did on "MiK' K with a sampling from what seems
to be a JFK' speech.
sic for the Masses."
As I mentioned before,
Another favorite was "Falling
must be heard to
"ThouShaltNot"
capture
Sky," a track that seems to
the essence of synthpop and again be believed. It shows a mastery of
self-title- d

hard-hittin- g,

1

s210r0n

This Week:
Grammy Winners

synthesizers rivaled only by such
established artists as Nine Inch
Nails, The Chemical Brothers and
Underworld. The varied array of
songs and the massive amount of
instruments integrated, including
piano, organ, violin, cello and choruses makes "ThouShaltNot" a
symphony in itself.
The final song on the album,
"Crash," is a fitting conclusion. Its
simple composure is a refreshing
break from the intensity of the
tracks before it.(
I highly recommend picking up
"ThouShaltNot." It promises not
to disappoint. The only regret I had
listening to it was that it was not
longer. Approximately 44 minutes
of the darkest synthpop on the market today made me yearn for the
teenage angst I never had.
ThouShaltNot will hold a CD
release party at the Underground
tonight from 8 p.m. to 1 1 p.m. This
is a great opportunity to catch the
band live.
A copy of the CD can also be
purchased, for $10.n The party is
sponsored by SAB and' there is' a
cover charge of $.75. If the show
has any of the intensity of the music, it is one that should not be
missed.

Record of the Year:

"Smooth" - Santana featuring Rob Thomas

Album of the Year:

"Supernatural" - Santana

Song of the Year:

"Smooth" - Rob Thomas and Matt Serutiz

Best New Artist:
Christina Aguilera

Female Pop Performance:

"I Will Remember You" - Sarah Maclachan

Male Pop Performance:
"Brand New Day" - Sting

Country Album:
Best
"Fly

- Dixie Chicks

Best R&B Album:
"Fan Mail" - TLC

Rock Performance by a Duo or Group:
Metallic a

i

Best Alternative Performance:

;

Beck
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Matsos Family Restaurant

GET ON
THE BUS
fri

the cuisine that
inspired Socrates!
10 off all C.O.W. students and
faculty until the year 3000 A.D.

cm.ui.'T1
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154

West Ubeny Street

Woooer. Ohio 44691

Members of ThouShaltNot.

Photo courtesy of Alex Reed
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COW invades a kiddie haven Inspired by pickles
Arts & Entrtainment Editor
OK,

it's Saturday night, and

you've just gotten off of work,
where you spent six hours serving
food to unpleasant customers and
cleaning up after countless children
who find that spilling their milk is
a form of entertainment All you
want to do is change your clothes,
relax and find something interesting to do with your friends.
But it's already after 10 p.m., and
about the only thing left to do on
campus is go to the Underground.
While this is a perfectly fine option,
it's what you've done after work for
the last four weeks, and you want a

different atmosphere than loud
music and spilled beer on your
shoes. So you either repeat the pattern or stay in and watch a movie,
which is a last resort activity.
The lack of a variety of
activities has been a fact on campus for some time. Bob Rodda, Director of Lowry Center and Student
Activities, has taken notice of this
late-nig- ht

Beginning Friday

fact. In an attempt to remedy this

issue, Rodda organized the Lowry
Late Nite activities in December
and January. Bowling, pool, food
and beverages were all free to students, and the event ran well past
midnight A large student turnout
prompted Rodda to look into some
other ideas for late night activities.
He came up with the idea to rent
out Acres of Fun, the entertainment
complex behind Walmart, where
his son works. Many schools hold
their after-prothere and these
events seem to be very popular
amongst the students. Rodda said
he thought the College students
may also be interested in this opportunity; and after talking to the
owner, decided to reserve the entire complex for Wooster students.
Sponsored by Lowry Center,
SAB and the Substance Abuse
Committee, Wooster will shuttle a
group of 150 students to Acres of
Fun this Saturday night. From
11:00 p.m. to 1:30 a.m., the students will have access to the activi- ms

at

Movies 10
Reindeer Games (R)
Hanging Up (PG-1Pitch Black (R)
Scream 3 (R)
Snow Day (PG)
The Beach (R)
The Cider House
Rules (PG-1The Green Mile (R)
The Tigger Movie (G)
The Whole Nine Yards (R)
3)

3)

(12:10, 2:40) 5:10, 7:40, 10:ld
(11:55, 2:20) 4:40, 7:25, 9:30
(11:40, 2:10)5:05, 7:45, 10:15

(12:45)4:15, 7:00,9:45
(11:40, 2:25) 4:45, 7:10, 9:40
(1:55) 4:35, 7:15, 9:55

(12:55)4:00, 7:05, 10:00
9:25
(1:00, 3:10)5:15, 7:20
4:55, 7:35, 10:05
(11:45,

25)

( ) Saturday and Sunday shows only

Sorry, no passes.

345-875- 5.
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go-kar- ts,

up soon!
A free shuttle will leave from
Lowry at 1 1 p.m. and return to campus at 1 :30 a.m. So if you're tired
of the ordinary, take advantage of
this free opportunity to have some
fun!

-

',
-

., ,., .
photo y Amelia Kays ,
"Peering into an enormous and allegedly empty pickle jar. we wondered (f
perhaps something was living Inside. " From this experience, artists
Rebekah Modrak and Nick Tobier came up with the idea for their exhibit
'"Jardini. " The exhibit will run through Saturday in the Mackenzie Gallery.

Make the most of your weekend

Molly McKinney

Arts & Entrtainment Editor
The last few weeks on campus
have been full of a variety of activities. This week is no exception.
With only a few short weeks until
IS is due, seniors may need a little
break from the hard work. And the
weather forecast for
is calling for temperatures near 60
degrees, a nice change from the
blustery winter cold. With reasons
like this, there is no excuse for not
taking advantage of the campus
activities this weekend:
this-weeke- nd

Thursday:

All shows starting before 6 pan. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
$3.75 for children under 11 and senior citizens

For complete listings any time, call

ties inside the complex, including
laser tag and the soft play area that
is usually restricted to young children. Pizza and soft drinks will also
be provided. The best part? All of
this is free to students! You can
play laser tag all night for free, instead of having to pay $5.50 for a
mere 15 minutes. Students will be
saving up to $ 1 0 or $20 dollars just
by signing up.
Rodda hopes to continue these
late night activities throughout the
semester. Another Lowry Late Nite
is planned for next weekend, and
the trip to Acres of Fun will be held
again May 5.
The May trip will also include
batting cage use and miniature golf, and will also be a free
activity.
Rodda hopes that students will
take part in these activities, and
urges them to give suggestions as
to other ideas, which can be directed to Rodda's office in Lowry
Center.
Students who are interested in
this weekend's trip to Acres of Fun
must sign up by Friday at the latest. There are 150 spots, and re- -

,

Molly McKinney

CD Release Party
A little known fact one of our
very own Wooster students, Alex

Reed '01 and his band
ThouShaltNot, have a real life
record deal. SAB will host a record
release party for the band in the
Underground from 8 p.m. to 11
p.m. Cost is $.75.

Friday:
Friday Film Series
"Get on the Bus"
Directed by Spike Lee, "Get on
the Bus" follows several Black
men on a cross country bus ride to
the Million Man March as they discuss the march, manhood, religion,
politics and race.
7:30 p.m., Mateer, Free!

Saturday:
SAB Trip

"Rent"
Palace Theatre, Columbus
Leave Lowry 5:30 p.m., return
12 a.m.
Visit or call the Lowry front desk
for ticket information and reservations.
Manchester Dance Ensemble
"Spirit Unbroken"
Based in Barberton, Ohio, the
dance ensemble under the direction
of Lesa Broadhead will perform

three dance pieces based on the Holocaust as seen through the eyes of
the children. Sponsored by the
Office of Campus Ministries.
8 p.m., McGaw Chapel, Free!
Saturday Film Series

"The 13th Warrior"
Based on Michael Crichton's
"Eaters of the Dead," the movie
features Antonio Banderas as the
Arab courtier Ahmad Ibn Fadlan,
who accompanies a group of Vikings to the barbaric North. He
soon learns he has been enlisted to
combat a mysterous force that
slaughters the Vikings and devours
their flesh. The movie was directed
by John McTieman and also stars
Diane Venora and Omar Sharif.
8:30 p.m., Mateer, $1.00
Lowry Late Night
Trip to Acres of Fun
1 1 :00 p.m. - 1 :30 a.m.
Sign up at Lowry front desk.
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National Sports Briefs Thompson rtakes aim from deep
Chris Powers

Sports Editor

The Straw is back on the sauce

Darryl Strawberry was found, once again in violation of
drug laws pertaining to cocaine use. strawberry reportedly
failed a Jan. 19 drug test, in which he. tested. positive for
cocaine use. Strawberry was found in violation of drug laws
and suspended last year for 120 days. Although Strawberry
has reported to Yankees training camp, it has yet to be determined as to what penalties baseball commissioner Bud Selig
will impose on him. However, one thing is certain. Straw
berry should set a new suspension record, one rivaling even
that of former teammate Steve Howe, who likes to carry
around weapons and abuse the sauce.
Police Investigate McSorley incident
Marty McSorley of the Boston Bruins was suspended for
a ridiculously blatant slash this past week against the
Canucks Donald Brashear. McSorley, who later called the
incident "dumb," is being investigated by police for the ac
tion, which occurred with only seconds left in regulation
and the Bruins winning handily. Brashear suffered a con
cussion and will miss at least two weeks, according to a
Canucks representative.

Cincinnati Lr.

1
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Cincinnati was knocked from L:e tcp of the college bas
gams to Don
a
ketball polls after drc-pi- rg
Chaney's Temple Owls this past Sunday afternoon. Stanford
took over the top spot and was followed by Duke, Cincinnati, dropped to third and Arizona was fourth. Two Big 10
teams, ivfichigan Stziz and the Ohio State Buckeyes were
fifth and sixth, respectively.
It s yet to be determined when Cincinnati coach Bob
Huggins will actually begin playing talented teams or learn
how to coach in general.
non-conferen- ce

National sports briefs compiled by
Luke Lindberg,

editor-in-chie-

f.
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Scots stroking in style

Steve Bayuk

Staff Writer
This past week, The College of
Wooster men's and women's swimming teams competed in their last
meet until the NCAA championships. The teams traveled to Case West-e- m
Reserve University to improve on

their national qualifying times and
many swimmers did just that
The women had several great
performances. Erin Popelka '03
improved her national qualifying
time in the 100 butterfly with a
59.34 time, setting a new school

record in the process. Jessica
Ritchie '02 also bettered her national qualifying time in the 200
freestyle by swimming an impres

sive 1 :56.00. In addition to the great
individual swims, the women's 800

freestyle

of Ritchie,

Lori
Mitskavich '02, Laura Dunn '00
and Leah Becki '00 improved upon
their previous national qualifying
time by blazing to a 7:51.20 finish.

For the Scots, Kagan McKittrick

'00 improved on his qualifying
time in the 50 freestyle by posting
a 21.26 mark. Scotty Cameron '01
also improved on his time in the
100 backstroke by finishing in
1:01.00.
The men and women have three
weeks off until the NCAA championships, which will be held at Emory
University beginning March 9.

As the basketball follows its
arching path to the hoop, the arms
of its shooter remain outstretched.
His eyes follow the ball's flight all
the way until the shot drops through
the net for three more points. Then
the shooter raises his fists even
higher, pumping them as he runs
back upcourt. The crowd cheers
and the team is energized on its way
to another victory.
Just another night's work for
Steve Thompson '01, a 6'4"
wingman on the Fighting Scot basketball team.
Thompson has earned a reputation as a feisty player who earns his
keep by hitting the outside shot he
perfected amid perpetual hounding
defenses in high school. "My high
school team was pretty awful," he
said, "so I had to work for my own
shots. The farther out I was, the less
they guarded me. So I was ready to
fire from about anywhere."
Tall and thin, he looks like you
couldjtuff about four of him in a
phea$Ktth, But his wiry frame is
part of what makes the history major such a good athlete. He participated in five different sports in high
school. Besides his four years of
basketball, he played football for
two years, baseball for three, ran
track and played golf his senior
year. He was able to balance all of
these sports due to the small size
of his high school's athletic teams.
"Almost everybody on the football
team played both ways (offense and
defense)," he said. "But I didn't
play defense so I could skip defen-

4.
photo by James Allaroice
Steve Thompson '01 dribbles past a defender on his way to two points.
Typically, Thompson doesn 't waste his energy and shoots from behind the arc.

shooter, he replied, "When you
can't dunk, you gotta shoot the
three to score with the ladies!"
The truth of the matter is, though,

most aspects of his game have
come from hard work. Growing up
in Rittman, Ohio, a small town

about 20 minutes northeast of
Wooster, he experienced a differ-

sive practices to go to golf

ent basketball background than
many other players. "I wasn't exposed to as much as some of the
other guys. One of my friends had

matches."
He may not have played defense
in his high school football days, but
he certainly does it on the basketball court. Just ask the Earlham
Quakers, against whom Thompson
snagged six steals earner this season. "After my freshman year,
Coach Moore told me I had to improve the defensive aspect of my
game," he said. "I made a real conscious effort during that summer to
work to improve my defense."
Then he added with a laugh, "But
sometimes its hard to steal the ball
when Antwyan Reynolds '02 is
next to me stealing so many, too."
Come to think of it, pretty much
everything Thompson says is with
persona
a laugh. His fiery
k
is complemented by bis
style off court. When asked how he
.be.came-- . such a good- outside.

a
court in his bam, and
that was the only place I could play
growing up. When you are playing
on a farm with a bunch of hillbillies, you see different kinds of players who are way more physical than
they are athletic," Thompson said.
Maybe this physical play early on
helped give him some of the toughness he has needed this season. In
a game against Oberlin on Dec. 8,
he suffered a partially torn anterior
cruciate ligament in his knee, a
crippling injury for a basketball
player. Luckily, it was only a 0
percent tear, so he was able to
come back after sitting out just six :
games. He came back to hit the
winning bucket against Wabash and
hasn't looked back since. He said
he is getting his confidence back to
where it was before the injury. "It
gave out a couple times during the

on-cou-

rt

laid-bac-

,

-

full-leng-

th

50-6-

Allegheny game at Allegheny, but
since, I haven't had any problems,"
he said. "The rehab has been going
great."
The Scots are certainly glad to
hear that. He is currently third on
the team in scoring, averaging 1 1.7
points per game and third on the
squad with his 42.9 percent three
point shooting. He also provides
leadership and the aforementioned
energy on the court. He is the consummate team player, always willing to praise his teammates. "It has
been so nice having Woody and
Nelson underneath to draw double
teams because that just opens up the
outside so much," he said. Thompson is a major reason why the Scots
have a 20-- 2 record and a
conference winning streak. So is
this year's team better than last
year's, the first Wooster team ever
to advance to the Sweet 16 of the
national tournament?
Thompson hesitates before he
answers. Finally, after thinking
about for a minute he said, "Sure, I
guess with our wins over Wabash
and the big win over Wittenberg,
along with the freshmen stepping
into their roles so well, maybe we
are better than last year." Then, he
pauses before continuing, "Why
not cause a little controversy?"
And then, of course, he laughs.
28-ga-

me

Thun
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Rapier breaks record Women lose to Ohio Wesleyan
and take overall record to

Rachel Dawson

Staff Writer

The College of Wooster men's

and women's indoor track and field

teams traveled to Ada, Ohio on Friday evening to compete against 10
other schools at an invitational
hosted by Ohio Northern University.
Trie women's team finished sixth
with 39 points, while Ohio North-er- a

won with 125.4 points. The
men's squad placed eighth with 26
points, while Ohio Northern won
with 106 points.
Highlighting the meet was the
new school record set by Mia
dash. The
pier '00 in the
time of 43.52 earned her third place
in the meet. Rapier had already set
school record of
the
28. 1 8 earlier this season.
Justina Williams '01 produced
another weekend of strong performances when she jumped into second place in both the long jump and
triple jump with jumps of 16'9" and
33'0", respectively.
relay team, comThe
posed of Niccole Cook '00, Leigh
Hutchison '03, Michelle Neary '01
and Rapier, improved their time,
yet again, to 1:52.89 to place third
in the relay. Sandy Tecklenburg '01
time to
improved her
4:57.4 to earn a second place fin300-met- er

200-met-

er

800-met- er

1500-met- er

ish.

m
1600-met- er

relay composed
The
Nicole DeSantis
of Cook, Nea
'03, Dawn Hirth 02 and Rapier ran
a 4:30.14 to earn fifth place. Hirth
saw improvements in her
run time to 2:34.76 to earn a
800-met- er

mm
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sixth place finish.

s

i

im-
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1500-met-

period, considering it usually takes
them at least that long to get their
act together offensively.

Wooster gave themselves
I

..

82-8-

1 000-met- er

800-met-

By finishing eighth in the conference, the Scots earned an all expense
paid trip to Delaware, Ohio for a
crack at Ohio Wesleyan in the first
round of the conference tournament.

er

55-met-

The Battling Bishops not only
finished first in the NCAC. but
were also ranked 1th in the na-

er

1

tion. The Scots vainly attempted

"

1600-met- er

--

X

'

to do battle with the Battling
Bishops, but came up' short 92- 60.

X

ments were seen this weekend. It was
great preparation for the NCAC meet
that we will be competing at two
weekends from now."
photo by James All ar dice
Joci Horn '01 picks up her dribble and looks for a fellow Scot in the
Wittenberg game. The Scots ended their season last night at Ohio Wesleyan.
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p.m.

Office Manager

The Scots fell to Wittenberg 82-- 80
in overtime Saturday in their last
home game of the regular season.
The Tigers raced out to an 8--0 lead
that forced Wooster to take a timeout
to try and regroup with

10-- 2
10-- 1

8-1-

1

3:29 remain-

a.m.
a.m.

the Scots found intensity and gained
rhythm, tying the game at 15.

8-1-

10-- 1

1

ing in the first half. In two of
Wooster's better minutes this year,

p.m.
1

a.m.

p.m.

,

double-doubl-

1

Ann Raymond

8-1-

Wesleyan made easy work of
Wooster by shooting 55 percent
from the field and 68 percent from
behind the arc.
The Battling Bishops also controlled the glass, grabbing 50 rebounds to Wooster's 29.
The Scots never came within
striking distance of Ohio Wesleyan.
who led by as many as 36 points in
the second half. In the losing effort.
DeJesus led the Scots while recorde
of the
ing her 14th
reseason with 19 points and
bounds.
DeJesus had a. phenomenal first
year, tallying 345 points and 272
rebounds. Undoubtedly, the Scots
will look to
DeJesus in

,

.j-jr.

Next weekend many of the track
members will rest for the NCAC
meet, but a few will be travelling
to Oberlin on Friday to return to
competition.

a

chance to win the game, but a final
three point attempt could not find
the bottom of the net, leaving the
Tigers on top 0.
Woodruff and DeJesus led the
way for Wooster with 24 points
each. Aleashia Washington '00
added 10 points and 12 rebounds
in the final home game of her career at Wooster.

er

BWF Wrestling
After Hours Cafe

er

400-met- er

EWE

Happy Hour
Dance Party

8-- 17

Hutchison, dashing 9.57 in the
hurdles, Katie Walker '01,
throwing 34'5" in the shot put and
Cook, sprinting 64.59 in the
dash.
On the men's side strong results
were turned in by Nick Chiorian
'01 and Bill Huffman '02 in the
run.
Chiorian earned fourth in 4:07.09
while Huffman placed sixth in
4:14.55.
Huffman also earned fourth in
run in 2:4 1 .23. Jody
the
Price '00 and Shane Bartholomew
'00 earned fourth and fifth with
throws of 45' 1 1 .75" and 45' 1 .5" respectively.
The
relay team of
Naham Kisner '02, Tim Sir Louis
'00, Ben Behm 03 and Reggie
Ray '00 placed third in 1:34.75.
Ray also placed third in the
dash with a time of 6.6 seconds.
The
relay of John
Kelly '02, Konah Duche '03, Dan
Pursel '03 and Sir Louis ran 3:39.95
to earn fifth place.-.,- "
Head Coach Dennis Rice was
pleased with the weekend. He stated,
"Many team and individual improve55-met-

CD Release Party
s

PersoiTal

provements were also seen by

In the first 20 minutes of play,
there were seven ties and five lead
changes. Nara DeJesus '03 broke
the 15-- 15 deadlock and sparked
a run, giving the Scots a 21-- 17
edge.
The Tigers, though, could not
be caged as they went on an 82
tear to take a 35--28 lead into the
break.
Again in the second half, it took
Wooster a long time to finally find
their flow.With- 13:51 to play.
-

though, Stephanie Woodruff '02
knotted the game at 42 apiece. Now
playing with confidence, the Scots
continued scoring with ease this

time forcing
the trailing Tigers to take a
timeout.
For the final
eight minutes,
the two teams
stayed within a
few points of
each other.

With less than four minutes

left in the game it looked
like the Tigers would not
submit to the Scot attack.
However, Wooster

other plans.

had

upcoming

seasons as
they return
everyone but

Washington
for
next
year s cam- paign.
Washing-

With less
than four minutes left in the game,
it looked like the Tigers would not
submit to the Scot attack. However,
Wooster had other plans. The Scots
persevered by tying it up at 69 with
37 seconds left on a basket from
DeJesus that sent the game into
overtime.
Wooster played amazingly well
during the. five cainute. overtime

1

ton finished her last game as a
Wooster Scot with eight points.
Her hard work and intensity will
be sorely missed next year as the
Scots look to the underclassmen
to fill her shoes.
Wooster finishes the season with
the exact record of last year's team
in the
overall and 11
at 17
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Wabash

1
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If the Scots win Friday's semifinal game against

!
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Earlham, they will go on to play the winner of the
Wittenberg and Wabash game, also played Friday.

f
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Snyder and Nelson were only
two of the six Scots who finished
in double digits. Nate Gaubatz '01
continued his strong play off the
bench, scoring 15 points on Tues2
win over
day. In Saturday's
83-7-

Wittenberg, Gaubatz scored 17
points, and boosted his sea
son average to nine points
per game.

Steve Thompson '01

Aifvi'ai Reynolds '02 maneuvers his body and gets off an impossible shot
Tuesday night

James

's

in

victory over Kenyon.

Allardice
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

It was never a question of if the
Scots would win, but by how many.
If the 17-- 2 run in the opening minutes was any indication, it was going to be a long night for the
Kenyon Lords.

Just minutes into Tuesday's
opening round of the NCAC tournament, Wooster ensured they
would be playing in the second
round on Friday.
The 17-- 2 lead turned into a 47- -

Men's Basketball
FrL Earlham 8:15 p.m. (H)

20 halftime lead, which turned into
100-5- 0
drubbing. In the end, the
Scots showed why they are ranked
third in the nation. And the Lords
proved why they struggled to win
six games this season.
The two starting first years, guard
Ryan Snyder and forward Bryan
Nelson, appeared unfazed by their

first postseason

appearance.

Snyder propelled the Scots to the
points,
early lead with 12 first-hawhile Nelson scored a game high
16 points and pulled down 10 rebounds.
lf

GO

overcame a
shooting performance to
score 12 points and contribute three steals.

AjLJ

NCAC)

(3-1- 2

While Tuesday night would
hardly be an indicator, the Scots
deep bench allows them to overcome poor shooting from one of
their big guns.

23-- 2

(16--

three-pointe-

r,

100-poi- nt

Meanwhile, the Scots
continue to dominate 'at

Timken, posting their 30th
consecutive victory. The
last time the Scots fell at
home was in the first round
of the NCAA tournament in
1997. With a perfect 16-- 0 conference record this year, and the Scots
winning the final 16 conference
games last year, the Scots have run
their conference winning streak to
32 in a row.
On Friday the Scots will host

100

Fighting Scots

.VHQ

pulling down seven rebounds and
dishing out four assists. On Saturday, Reynolds poured in a career-hig-h
22 points, had five assists and
three steals.
Rounding out the Scots that finished in double figures on Tuesday
night was John Ellenwood '00 who
finished with 10 points.

Indoor Track and Field

4-- 19

onds left, Gaubatz nailed a
and the Scots reached the
plateau for the fifth time
this season.
With the win, the Scots extended
several winning streaks. Overall,
Wooster has won 16 in a row, dating back to the Dec. 1 8 loss
to Kalamazoo.

w

Wooster

Meanwhile, Antwyan
Reynolds '02 continued his excellent play of late, scoring 1 1 points,

Fri. Oberlin 5:30 p.m. (A)

relied heavily on the effectiveness
of their outside shooting when defenses collapsed on the dynamic
post combination of Ellenwood and
Ryan Gorman '99.
This season there are multiple

WfiKenyo"is

three-pf-sev- en

photo by James Allardice

In seasons past, the Scots have

0

NCAC)

weapons Head Coach Steve Moore
can call on.
Saturday it was Reynolds, Tuesday it was everybody. All 1 1 players that suited up saw at least six
minutes of action and all scored.
In the opening minutes of the
second half, the Scots appeared to
lack the intensity that boosted them
halftime lead.
to a
In the first four minutes of the
second half, the Lords were able to
cut the Scot lead to 19 points, before the Scots went on a 10-- 0 run.
After that, the final score was little
more than a formality. With 28 sec
27-poi- nt

SCOTS!

Earlham after the Wittenberg-Wabas- h
semifinal. Earlham has been die surprise team in the conference, finishing
fourth behind the three "W's."
It is a young team that played the

Scots twice earlier this season.
Earlham has won seven in a row,
dating back to a 7 loss to the
Scots on Jan. 29.
79-6-

Swimming and Diving
No Meets Scheduled

